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Top Camera 2 for iOS - Photo/Video Camera and Editor - Free for Few Days
Published on 04/02/16
Lucky Clan today announces Top Camera 2 1.7 for iOS, a versatile Photography app that adds
more than 25 features to the standard iOS Camera app. An extraordinary amount of time was
spent designing the interface, to make it as beautiful and intuitive as possible. Camera
contains 8 capturing modes: Photo, Video with Pause, HDR, Slow Shutter, Night mode,
Superfast Burst, Time Lapse, Slow Motion. Editor module has 9 adjustments and 64 high
quality filters.
Lodz, Poland - Lucky Clan today is proud to announce the release and immediate
availability of Top Camera 2 1.7, its new photo/video app developed for iOS. Top Camera is
back! Here is the 2nd version of award winning photo/video camera/editor app for iOS.
What's changed? Just everything. Here is the most advanced photo/video camera with unified
photo/video editor.
General:
* We removed all unnecessary settings, Camera module has just modes, some modes has 2-3
submodes
* All photos/videos captured by the app are stored in system Photo Library
* The editor works directly on items from Photo Library as well - no need to import/export
to edit
Camera:
* 5 photo modes: Photo, HDR, Slow Shutter, Night Photo, Superfast Burst
* 3 video modes: Simple Video with Pause, Slow Motion, Time Lapse
* Focus box, exposure box (tap-and-hold to lock)
* Manual focus/exposure slider
* Zoom (by pinch gesture or slider)
* Volume button shutter
* Stabilizer
* Self Timer
* Virtual Horizon - a visual leveling bar to keep your images straight
Editor:
* Unified Photo/Video editor - all filters/adjustments can be applied to both Photos and
Videos
* 9 Adjustments: Exposure, Contrast, Saturation, Temperature, Vibrance, Sharpen/Blur,
Shadows, Highlights, Straighten
* 64 Hollywood quality color-correction filters divided into 8 groups: Cinema, Effects,
Vintage, Antique, Pastel, Split/Tone, Monotone
* Adjust filter strength
* Realtime preview
* Drag left/right to scrub through videos
* Save result as a new clip
* Or Overwrite current one - you can later revert to original version from this app system
Photos app
* Photo Extension support
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, iPad supporting iOS 8.0 or later
* iOS 8.0 or later
* Universal Application
* 19 MB
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Pricing and Availability:
Top Camera 2 1.7 is free for a limited time. Normal price is $4.99 USD (or equivalent
amount in other currencies) and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Photo & Video category. For more information, or to schedule an interview, please
contact Sylwester Los. Review copies are available upon request.
Lucky Clan:
http://luckyclan.com/
Top Camera 2 (v1.7):
http://luckyclan.com/topcamera2/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/top-camera-2-hdr-slow-shutter/id1030718579
Screenshot 1:
http://www.luckyclan.com/topcamera2/Screen1.png
Screenshot 2:
http://www.luckyclan.com/topcamera2/Screen2.png
App Icon:
http://www.luckyclan.com/topcamera2/Icon.png

Located in Lodz, Poland, the Lucky Clan team is an independent software company founded by
Sylwester Los in March of 2010. With a focus on the iOS platform, Lucky's mission is to
provide their customers with the highest quality, reliability and compatibility with every
device produced by Apple. Their flagship app, ArtStudio, has become one of the most
popular tools for drawing, painting, and photo editing for iPhone and iPad. Copyright (C)
2016 Lucky Clan. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
###
Sylwester Los
Owner
info@luckyclan.com
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